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Ollie: “Free at Last”
Many dogs find their crates as safe havens and a place to rest. On a day in May,
Mace was resting comfortably in his crate when his owner abruptly entered the
room, opened the crate and in a menacing voice told the dog to get out of the
crate. Seeing his owner, he obeyed his command despite the tone of his voice.
Suddenly without any reason, Mace was picked up by his owner and body
slammed into a wall and yelled at profanely. Horrified at his owners actions he
scurried back into the place he felt was safe only to be dragged out of it to be
beaten, lashed with a wire cord across his face and again body slammed on to the
floor. Mace returned to his crate trembling and most certainly mystified by his
owner’s abusive actions. More appalling was the fact that the entire episode was
preplanned and videotaped by an accomplice. Proud of their actions, the owner
and accomplice posted the incident on YOUTUBE for the world to see.

Ollie

The record shows that Mace, at some time earlier, had chewed a wire to a camera
and the owner felt justified of his actions to teach Mace a lesson. Now the law will hopefully be justified in teaching the owner a
lesson. Fortunately, Mace did not sustain any severe physical injuries other than bruising that most certainly caused pain and
suffering at the time of the abuse. The emotional trauma is something that may remain indelible in his mind set. Mace’s owner,
Mr. Peter Palmer, was charged with animal cruelty on June 10, 2015 and Mace found a safe haven at the RISPCA where he was
put up for adoption. He was renamed Ollie. The rest of the story is best told by his new owners who took Ollie into their home
and renamed him.
“He literally could not be any more perfect! He already knows to lay down during dinner and not beg for food, paw, sit, down,
and is walking so nicely when we go on our walks! He is doing well with the crate training and we are actually seeing him go in
on his own from time to time to enjoy his kong. We are happy to see him becoming more independent and not needing to be
with us at all times. Things could not be better! Some of his favorite things to do include: playing with his stuffed raccoon,
playing fetch, going on nice long walks, enjoying some peanut butter in his kong…and of course….CUDDLING! He is a resilient
little guy that has continued to give so much love to people despite his history. He loves to explore the outdoors! He has the
biggest and best pitty smile!” - Ollie's owners

Our cover is graced with a few of the pictures of creatures both great and small who were relinquished,
abused, neglected or lost and have now found homes due to your support over the years...
A special thank you to the
Pawtucket Kiwanis Club for
their generous donation which
allowed us to letter our vehicles
and purchase new equipment
for our veterinary clinic.
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“Special People Caring for Animals: Sweet Pea”
Sweet Pea was his master’s keeper and they lived for each other. Homeless and
with no financial means to weather a medical crisis, Sweet Pea’s owner had to
make a difficult decision. The time finally came when his owner knew something was drastically wrong when Sweet Pea began to limp and his right rear leg
became larger by the month. Visits to the veterinary office could not pinpoint
Sweet Pea’s problem when he started to become lame after falling off of a bed
in January. Due to the fact the owner had no funds for further examination at a
veterinary practice we scheduled an appointment at the RISPCA for Sweet Pea
to be seen.
Sweet Pea had been limping for 6 months and was losing weigh according to his
owner. At first sight it was quite evident Sweet Pea had a grim medical dilemma. He could not bear any weight on his right hind leg and most of the muscle mass had atrophied due to disuse. The leg was greatly enlarged with a hard
mass the size of a cantaloupe. We named him Sweet Pea due to his gentle nature and demeanor. His owner spoke volumes about how faithful he was and
what he meant to her during the most difficult times in her life. Our first
Sweet Pea
thought was osteosarcoma, which is a very aggressive form of cancer with a
very high mortality rate due to metastasis if not treated early and aggressively.
Time was not on Sweet Pea’s side. Months had passed with no treatment. There was little we could do other than confirm our
worst fears. Radiographs revealed a bone tumor and laboratory tests confirmed osteosarcoma. There was no solid evidence that
the cancer had spread but it was our opinion that due to the amount of time that had passed, the age, breed and sex of Sweet
Pea, chances were more in favor of it having spread than not. After a lengthy emotional discussion with the owner, we had to
make some difficult choices: humane euthanasia, amputation or chemo therapy. She asked us if we would give Sweet Pea a
chance and have the leg amputated to relieve him of his pain. Being a compassionate owner who knew she could never cover the
cost of caring for Sweet Pea nor bear to see him suffer when told he had about 6 to 9 months to live if the cancer had spread, she
asked us to find a loving home for her best friend if possible.
Finding a new home for a dog with a death sentence would not be an easy task. A volunteer at the shelter became familiar with
Sweet Pea and knowing full well his story and that he probably would not live out the year, he decided to adopt Sweet Pea and
provide him with a loving home taking each day one at a time. As with Ollie’s story, Sweet Pea’s new owners, Kevin and Nancy
can better tell you as Paul Harvey would say, “and now you know the rest of the story.”
“Words cannot even begin to express how blessed we are to have Rudy aka Sweet Pea as part of our family. He has brought so
much joy, laughter, and purpose into our lives. He loves snuggling on the couch and in bed, sunbathing on the deck, running
through the sprinklers in the yard, and going for long walks with his brother Rondo. He truly is the sweetest soul despite the
hand he was dealt (as well as the pesky Beagle brother he didn’t ask for!!) We absolutely adore him. He has honestly rescued
us and made our family complete.” - Kevin & Nancy

Max the Cat: “A Special Cat Caring for People”
On September 24, 2014, Max was relinquished to the RISPCA because
his owner was elderly and no longer able to care for him. Max was a 12year-old male cat with an extremely gentle demeanor. Upon his initial
examination it was noted that he needed dental work but more concerning was a growth on his gum that unfortunately turned out to be an
aggressive form of bone cancer. The prognosis for a long life and a new
home were not in Max’s favor. The staff decided that the shelter should
adopt him and let him live out his life at the shelter. A sign was made
stating “not 4 adoption” and placed on his cage door. Little did we know
that over the following months Max would be a very special cat. Max
Max
became a calming force to the autistic children who visited him and he
put a smile on the face of an elderly volunteer with dementia who visited him once a week. Eventually everyone who visited the shelter on a regular basis got to know about Max and his special way
with our special needs volunteers and visitors. Max stayed with us until June 5, 2015 when it was decided to take him to Rainbow
Bridge because his health had begun to fail. He was truly a very special cat who brightened everyone’s day for the 9 months he
was at the RISPCA. In our opinion, his friends gave him the spirit to live on so he could comfort them in his special way. Truly a
Top Cat…
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“Almost Free” Rabies Clinic: Saturday, October 24, 2015, 10:00am - 2:00pm. Bring five cans of non-expired human food
and receive a free rabies vaccine for your dog, cat or ferret. Collected food is donated to local food pantries.
Breakfast Horse Ride: Sunday, October 4, 2015 at Goddard State Park. turtlerockfarm@aol.com for more info.
Glowball Golf Tournament: Friday, October 16, 2015, 5:00pm at Jamestown Golf Course. turtlerockfarm@aol.com for info.

